
Summary:   Release of fund and 800#s is expected in the next 2 days.  Back wall continues to be 9/11. 

 

I apologize that he previous mailing was rejected by the fake news police.  I thought I could bypass them if I didn’t 

include any links in my email text, but for many of you, it was rejected, anyway.  I had an important message on the 

main email page, and that caused you to miss the whole mailing.  I will repeat the message here; 

 

FOR THOSE WHO NO LONGER READ THESE POSTS 

I strongly advise you all to at least pay some attention to the Summary portion of these posts.  It appears to me 

that there will be NO exchange/redemption of the Zimbabwe currency/bond after about 31 days from the 

release of the RV.  That is for the “Tier 5” people, or the “John Q Public” zim holders, or the unaware currency 

holders.  Those are all terms for those currency holders who do not pay attention to the news of the 

RV/GCR.  These people will still be able to exchange Dinars, Dong, Rials, and other currencies, but THERE WILL 

BE A TERMINATION of the handling of the ZIM. 

For those of you who only occasionally pay attention to what is going on, if you find out about the RV being 

underway, there is a whole month in which you will be able to get an appointment and exchange, or redeem, 

your zim.  But if you miss that 31 day window, YOU WILL NO LONGER BE ABLE TO EXCHANGE.  That is the 

situation as far as we understand it today. 

 

 

AD: I had previously offered an invitation to my readers to participate in a world-wide trial of a new payment system.  

Invitees can sign up and get free currency, to use to pay for things in this new system.  It doesn’t cost anything to sign 

up, nor to use the currency (Called Initiative Q—it has nothing to do with Q Anon).  There are no obligations, either.  I 

now have received several more FREE slots for new invitees.  Previous invitees now can also invite people.   

You can participate by clicking my invitation link: https://initiativeq.com/invite/SPabj_5Nm  

 

PREVIOUS PARTICIPANTS ARE REMINDED THAT THEY NOW PROBABLY ALSO HAVE NEW INVITATIONS THEY CAN USE. 

NEW INVITEES:  Please send a note here informing me when you sign up, so I can confirm your spot.  Thank you! 

 

AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via 

investing your time and/or investing money now.  I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com  titled: “Project 

Funding NOW”.  We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment.  Do not 

have funds to invest?  You can help us find investors.  My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com  or Skype: 

JASEGUROLA  

 

 

Saturday, September 8, 2018 

Operation Disclosure: GCR/RV Intel Alert for September 8, 2018 

RV/INTELLIGENCE ALERT - September 8, 2018 

 

(Disclaimer: The following is an overview of the current situation based on intelligence leaks received from several 

sources which may or may not accurate. Other confirmed sources may also be included in this overview.) 

 

3 days until the anniversary of 9/11. 

 

17 years of covert war with the Cabal. 

 

Timely declassification of FISA documents in progress. 
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Revelations to be revealed. 

 

Sol quarantine breach secured. 

 

CIA mainframe super computers and satellites offline. 

 

White Hat cyber infiltration successful. 

 

Financial system conversion (QFS) nearing completion. 

 

Jump-start (RV) required for the QFS. 

 

The Cabal will reap what they sow. 

 

Finger is on the trigger. 

 

Source: Operation Disclosure 

 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/operation-disclosure-gcrrv-intel-alert_8.html?m=1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE AUTHOR OF THIS IS FROM 58 MAGAZINE HERE 

https://www.fifty8magazine.com 

 

Saturday, September 8, 2018 

FIFTY8: It is Time 

IT IS TIME 

 

This is the time of great change and awakening. Sudden events will occur that will transform this reality. A new way of 

existence will emerge and light the way for others to follow. A path will appear to those who are ready. A new way of 

living in joy and bliss. If you are reading this, you are about the embark on this path. 

 

This path is of higher consciousness, sovereignty and independence from the old ways. The veil in thinning, which exists 

within. The veil to your higher self. The balance of energies within you. The embrace of the feminine (new ways) and the 

compassion and forgiveness work of the masculine (old ways). Finding the balance and neutrality in all experiences, will 

create Heaven on Earth. For the Kingdom of Heaven exists inside of you. 

 

Do not look outside of yourself for this peace, freedom or joy. Do not look to others to create it. Empower yourself to 

look within and surrender to the course. Surrender to the knowing that it exists within. 

 

This journey of finding myself the past 2 years has been full of blessings in disguise. Possibly I wasn’t able to see them as 

I was so stuck in the old ways. So attached to ways of being and thinking. Looking outside of myself for happiness, peace 

and security. But something has changed inside of me. Something has awakened in a profound and deeply energetic 
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way. The past 2 months have been a dive into deep and dark places and seeing the effect of my consciousness in this 

reality and the past. The suffering I’ve created, the pain and demise of my divinity all for what? Service to self = the 

separation from my higher self. 

 

This purge we have been experiencing has a purpose and divine meaning. This veil will continue to thin as the physical 

reality is a mirror to the collective consciousness. Where there is control there is fear. Where there is “a plan” there is 

control. The divine plan exists within, not on the outside. Believe in yourself, love yourself and surrender to this energy. 

You are divine beings, so follow your heart and nothing else. For that is all a distraction to keep you from your higher 

self. 

 

Our mission is to create a change in media. To create content that uplifts consciousness and humanity to acknowledge 

your divinity. You are God. Believe it, test it, know it. This is the time to believe and use your imagination to create what 

you desire. For your imagination is GOD. You are divine beings and it is time to lift each other up consciously. Lift 

humanity to God. Do not wait for your divinity, create it NOW. 

 

This next year we will create a feature length film that will change Hollywood. Our film is called Permanence. Our goal is 

that anyone who watches it, will then be able to find their twin flame and find your way home. Which will then create a 

ripple effect and manifest this Heaven on Earth. For these past two years I have surrendered to my divinity and have 

"found" my Twin Flame. She has been with me this entire time. 

 

This journey and connection is unlike anything you will ever experience. This understanding of separation of creation 

and responsibility to heal is how we will emerge in 5D and unconditional love. Journey with me within, find the sacred 

space of your heart, manifest your desires, live in bliss. For every experience of darkness is a mirror to show you where 

you need love. Where you need healing. 

 

We are with you every step of the way. We want to empower others to do the same and stop looking to the physical for 

this new earth. It exists within. For you are Gods and your Imagination is what creates reality. NOTHING ELSE. Join us 

and support us to create this film so we can PERMANENTLY create unconditional love to ourselves and others globally 

and create Heaven on Earth. This kingdom has been inside of you all along. I love you all and know you are the ones who 

will create this new reality with me. This is the path, this is the goal, nothing more. 

 

FIFTY8 Magazine 

https://www.fifty8magazine.com/ 

 

PERMANENCE - https://bit.ly/2KslVQl 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/fifty8-it-is-time.html?m=1 

 

 

 

DR. MICEAL LEDWITH : VATICAN REBEL 

SAVING JESUS 

Some of you would find this interesting.  Dr. Ledwith is a former Catholic priest.  His training was as a theologian, which 

required him to study all major religions extensively for many years.  As part of his job, he became closely familiar with 

at least 5 popes, and he testifies of the chaos in the Vatican Library.  He was defrocked for apostacy when he began 

understanding that there was a fundamental error in the whole basis of the Catholic church and their view of Jesus.  He 

has written several books, the latest is called “Saving Jesus”.   

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/fifty8-it-is-time.html?m=1


 

This an ad-hoc interview with Kerrie Cassidy of Project Camelot.  There is a lot of interesting information which comes 

out.  It is unfortunate that Kerry, as is her usual style, tries to fit Dr. Miceal’s testimony into her own view of the cosmos.  

I think that the time viewing the interiew is well spent, if you are interested in digging into the truth of religions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_VQG3SL8ZQ  

 

 

Ted Nugent Shares His Opinion 
Ted Nugent, rock star and avid bow hunter from Michigan, was being interviewed by a liberal journalist who also 

happens to be an animal rights activist. The discussion came around to deer hunting. The journalist asked, "What do you 

think is the last thought in the head of a deer before you shoot him? Is it, 'Are you my friend?' or is it 'Are you the one 

who killed my brother?'" 

 

 Nugent replied, "Deer aren't capable of that kind of thinking. All they care about is what am I going to eat next, who am 

I going to screw next, and can I run fast enough to get away. They are very much like the Democrats in Congress." 

 

 The interview ended 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_VQG3SL8ZQ


 
 

 

 


